
a hero can only  

be a hero when he  

lives in a heroically

world.
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lead me to opportunity.   

let me make, create,  

explore. believe in me.   

believe in my  

imagination.  

more importantly,  

believe in your own.

August 27 + 28, 2010



In this, its second year, Maker Faire Africa is excited to bring  

its celebration of the “African Inventor” to Kenya, at the 

University of Nairobi, to feature the creative talents & business  

acumen of Africa’s most innovative young inventors.  

When this  educational & inspiring  2-day event is over, these 

“makers” will have reimagined and reorganized themselves into a 

vibrant network of entrepreneurs that recognize they have the 

knowledge, the resources and the opportunities to forge a unique 

foundation for a modern African manufacturing space.

Who are our makers?  A compendium of handcrafters that  

hail from Africa’s tiniest of villages to her most  

expansive urban burgs.  What they have in common is an  

unwavering commitment to origin & authenticity.  They are  

a fellowship of creators who believe making is the most  

efficient form of manufacturing, and that manufacturing is  

the route to establishing an African middle class. They’re 

original.  Audacious.  Quirky.  At  times, downright genius.   

Their inventions have largely gone unnoticed or  

ignored.  Until now. Coming together at Maker Faire Africa, 

they’re taking the first steps toward recovering what they  

believe will redefine their future; relentless ingenuity.



david kwaku 
m a k e r  f a i r e  a f r i c a  2 0 0 9  

Celestin Radio Engineer
- the value of calculation -

“It was wonderful to meet like minded people.  It was the first time I realized that great  
inventors  are normal people like us, only they have the perseverance to do what they do  
despite the failures they encounter.  At Maker Faire Africa, I talked with inventors  
that I have heard of but never imagined meeting. My experience taught me that people 
like Albert Einstein and Bill Gates became so highly respected because they helped solve 
the world’s problems, and I want to do the same.  Making life in Africa easier through 
technology  is now one of my priorities.

I started with an Intercom system and then advanced to an FM microphone.  My break-
through was a wonderful dream I had on how to go about actually building the transmitter.   
I always perform my own calculations because most project circuits published on the net 
are problematic and do not work well if at all.  By performing the calculations myself,  
I will have confidence in the project from the very first step.  The secret is getting the 
right information; I do a lots of analysis and combine formulas using logical/cre-
ative thinking.  With a little information on the phenomena of electromagnetic waves,  
and being able to interperate components datasheets, I was able to build a 5 watts FM 
transmitter in the year 2004/2005.” 



william kamkwamba 
m a k e r  f a i r e  a f r i c a  2 0 0 9  

Windmill Maker
- the importance of generating good energy -

“I was lucky enough to be invited to attend & speak at Maker Faire Africa 2009 in  
Accra, Ghana. The conference took place August 14th to 16th. There were over 100 
people and so many of them shared my interest in inventing low-cost solutions to African 
engineering problems.  I thought, this is one of the most important events in Africa.”

After Kamkwamba (now 22) was forced to drop out of school at the age of 14 because his 
family could not afford the annual $80 tuition, he decided to continue his education at 
the local library. He was intrigued with science and technology, and in the midst of a dev-
astating drought, the image of a windmill in a textbook sparked a vision. “I was very in-
terested when I saw the windmill could make electricity and pump water. I thought: ‘That 
could be a defence against hunger. Maybe I should build one for myself’.”  So he did.  
Kamkwamba’s first windmill consisted of a spare bicycle turbine, a tractor fan blade, an 
old shock absorber and blades made from plastic pipes that he flattened over a fire. The 
16-foot tall creation worked, generating 12 watts and lighting up his family’s mud brick 
home.  He didn’t stop there, though. The young engineer also built a circuit breaker 
and a light switch, eventually attracting a crowd of villagers who wanted to recharge their 
mobile phones. He eventually upgraded the windmill to 48 volts and built a new windmill 
capable of pumping enough water to irrigate his family’s crops.



cora taylor 
m a k e r  f a i r e  a f r i c a  2 0 0 9  

Entrepreneur
- the role of self identity -

“I wanted something else, something that looked like me,” says Taylor, a Liberian who 
lived in the United States for most of the 20 years of intermittent civil war that shook 
her small West African nation.  “During the war, nearly 1 million people fled, 1 million 
were displaced and more than 250,000 died. In a country of only 3 million, it’s safe to 
say that everyone suffered.”  Taylor moved back to Monrovia in 2004.  She used the liv-
ing room of her modest but stylishly decorated home as a studio. With an abundance of 
energy and creative flair, Taylor began creating Liberian fashions for Barbie dolls.  

Since Taylor first dressed up a Barbie look-alike in lapa in 1992, she estimates she has 
sold at least a thousand dolls. She is selling from her Monrovia living room and the  
occasional opportunity out and about town. She is planning to launch a website to sell 
the dolls.  Most recently, in March of this year, Liberia hosted an International Women’s 
Colloquium that drew dignitaries from around the world. Taylor sold her dolls at one of 
the exhibition booths just outside the venue. She sold about 60 of them, though is most 
proud of her sale to “Madame Ellen,” Liberia’s president Ellen Johnson Sirleaf, who is 
the first woman to be elected head of state in Africa.  “Ellen bought two, dressed in col-
loquium lapa,” Taylor says, referring to fabric printed for the occasion with the Liberian 
and Finish flag on a purple background.  “So I gave her a third one for free.”



nana kofi  acquah 
m a k e r  f a i r e  a f r i c a  2 0 0 9  

Photographer
- how to have a site line -

“I partly grew up five minutes away from this neighbourhood. My memories are of fights, 
narrow escapes, street soccer, bullying, boxing, choked gutters and a foul mouthed Korle 
Lagoon. Fortunately, that is not where it ends. The Gas (the indigenes of Accra) didn’t 
necessarily give me my balls (I got those from Elmina) but they sure did affirm them.   
I would like to share with you, three things I learnt from the Gas:

First, say it like it is.  What I know for a fact is, if a Ga man or woman has anything to say,  
hey say it as it is. During the colonial days, the Gas gave the British so much grief, they de-
cided in return to call them, “the bad ones”. They are not bad. They are just outspoken.  
In a country plagued with nepotism, tribal discrimination and corruption, we cannot ask 
for more outspoken citizens.   
Second, don’t just exist. live to the max.  When you are Ga, you learn quickly that life is 
about laughter and fun, not hard work and stress. Give a Ga man ten Ghana cedis and you  
will be surprised how much ENJOYMENT can be squeezed out of that one green note.  

Finally, don’t be afraid to f ight.  Too many adults today are wimps. They don’t like 
their jobs, community, friends, weight, salaries; some even don’t like themselves but all 
they do is sit and grumble and blame government. Life is the beast we all must tame. Go 
out and fight that battle.



about maker faire africa
The aim of a Maker Faire Africa is to create a space on the African continent where Afrigadget-type  

innovations, inventions and initiatives can be sought, identified, brought to life, supported, amplified and 

propagated.  When discussions of wealth creation and poverty reduction are made in reference to the 

continent, for a variety of reasons manufacturing is left off the table. This is partly the fault of education 

and or orientation. Making fabrication the next “big thing” in a sense could go some way in changing 

these attitudes. Manufacture – literally, fabrication by hand– is exciting, and exists across the continent 

of Africa, and is abundant – from centers sited at dumps, where scrap metals are abundant, to more  

formal collections of mechanics and repairers who have set up shop in the urban core. Much of this 

curiosity, talent, and entrepreneurial spirit in manufacturing remains trapped in the informal sectors –  

bricoleurs and tinkerers who ingeniously meet hyper local demands and tend not to scale.

Part of this comes from the irony that universities haven’t gone far enough in “pairing off” with, or trying 

to mutually reinforce the existing fabricators in their own backyards. This is partly the result of sub-

optimal educational systems that emphasized extractive industries over centers of manufacture, and 

administration at the expense of creativity and production. A Maker Faire with the associated novelty 

and appeal could reinforce the centrality of fabrication processes in the imagination of the curious and 

young and accelerate its uptake on the continent.  Maker Faire Africa asks the question, “What happens 

when you put the drivers of ingenious concepts from Mali with those from Ghana and Kenya, and add 

resources to the mix?”

Maker Faire Africa aims to engage with on-the-ground breakthrough organizations and individual  

makers to sharpen focus on locally-generated, bottom-up prototypes of technologies that solve immedi-

ate challenges to development.  Specifically, Maker Faire Africa will take an approach that will achieve 

three principal aims:  1.) Brighten the light on local examples of the “fabrication” ethos, 2.) Provide 

mechanisms to incubate these innovators and their products to a point where they can be taken to  

market and 3.) Connect refined plans to disseminate innovations with venture finance.  Our aim 

is to identify, spur and support local innovation. At the same time, Maker Faire Africa would seek to  

imbue creative types in science and technology with an appreciation of fabrication and by default 

manufacturing. The long-term interest here is to cultivate an endogenous manufacturing base that  

supplies innovative products in response to market needs.

          how it  all started 

The idea for Maker Faire Africa arose when Emeka Okafor blogged that it would be a powerful event to 

bring together African inventors and innovators in the same way that Maker Faire does in the US. This 

translated into a snowball of activity amongst a group of fellow bloggers, organisers & creatives from Africa  

and beyond which all culminated in the first Maker Faire Africa, held in Accra, Ghana in August, 2009. 



 

                                 maker faire africa 2009,  ghana 

The three day hive of activity included a fair, an expo, conference, demonstrations and workshops from 

makers across the spectrum of high tech, low tech, no tech, hand made, recycled and hybrid products, 

inventions and ideas were shared.  Partners included the IDDS, International design development sum-

mit from MIT, with an international delegation of 60 participants, Inveneo, AfriGadget, Global Develop-

ment Commons, Africa Interactive, Ashoka Tech, Butterfly Works, Fab Lab Ghana plus many individual 

creatives, bloggers and inventors.

The first Maker Faire Africa was a very successful and inspiring event where makers from Ghana, Nigeria, 

Liberia, Cote D’Ivoire, Malawi and Kenya came together to exchange ideas and learn from each other. 

Because of its success it was decided to make it a yearly event that travels through Africa. In 2010 the 

event will be organized in Nairobi, Kenya.  Alongside mainstream and global media, the event was cov-

ered by Ghana dailys and many blogs and tweets. 

                                featured links

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p3X2VMkB2wM&feature=player_embedded

http://www.bbc.co.uk/podcasts/series/digitalp/

http://www.guardian.co.uk/technology/2009/aug/19/africa-technology-maker-faire-conference

http://www.flickr.com/groups/makerfaireafrica

http://www.africanews.com/site/Maker_Faire_Africa_09_thrills/list_messages/26450

http://www.wired.com/beyond_the_beyond/2009/08/maker-faire-africa/

http://www.bikejuju.com/2009/maker-faire-africa-features-bicycle-related-inventors-projects/

 

                       mfa’s  2010 organizing team

Emeka Okafor, Timbuktu Chronicles (Executive Director/Curator)

Mark Grimes, founder of Nedspace (Business Development/Finance)

Emer Beamer, founder of Butterfly Works (Communications)

Henry Barnor, co-founder of Afrobotics (Tech Operations and ‘Makers’ Liaison)

Erik Hersman (Afrigadget and Ushahidi) (Producer/Operations)



mfa:2010 

sponsorship  packages

PLATINUM SPONSOR  

$25,000 

Benefits:

•  Sponsorship booth at MFA:2010, to feature your company’s services

•  10 free passes to MFA:2010 for your guests.

•  Featured Sponsor for one month on www.makerfaireafrica.com; after the 
event, we’ll post an interview with your company’s representative about 
your experience at the event and your vision for the development of 
Africa’s manufacturing class.  (After the month is over, the interview will 
remain archived on our site for one year, so you can link to it from your 
personal or company web site as a means of promotion.)  

•  Company name & large logo (linked to your web site) featured on www.
makerfaireafrica.com Sponsorship page for one year.

•  Sponsor Session Speaking Opportunity; a 20-minute speaking opportu-
nity within one of workshops.

•  Exclusive invitation to “Eat. Laugh. Make.”, a private dinner for Title 
Sponsors on the evening of August 26th, hosted by MFA’s organizing 
team members, including TED Fellowship Director Emeka Okafor, But-
terfly Works’ Emer Beamer, NedSpace’s Mark Grimes, and TED Fellow 
Erik Hersman. 

•  Private meet & greet before the party with the exhibiting makers on the 
afternoon of August 28th.

•  Company name & large logo prominently displayed on sponsorship wel-
come banner in the registration area at the event.

•  Company name & large logo in promotional pieces, including all adver-
tisements, banners & brochures. 

•  Your envelope of company literature or other small giveaway included in 

MakerKits given to all attendees.



GOLD SPONSOR  

$15,000

Benefits:

•  Sponsorship booth at MFA:2010, to feature your company’s literature & 

products

• 6 free passes to MFA:2010 for your guests.

• Company name & large logo (linked to your web site) featured on www.

makerfaireafrica.com Sponsorship page for one year.

• Party with the exhibiting makers on the afternoon of August 28th.

• Company name & logo displayed on sponsorship welcome banner in the 

registration area at the event.

• Company name & logo in promotional pieces, including all advertise-

ments, banners & brochures.

• Your envelope of company literature or other small giveaway included in 

MakerKits given to all attendees.

SILVER SPONSOR  

$7,500

Benefits:

•  6 free passes to MFA:2010 for your guests.

• Company name & logo (linked to your web site) featured on www.maker-

faireafrica.com Sponsorship page for one year.

• Party with the exhibiting makers on the afternoon of August 28th.

• Company name & logo displayed on sponsorship welcome banner in the 

registration area at the event.

• Company name & logo in promotional pieces, including all advertise-

ments, banners & brochures.

•  Your envelope of company literature or other small giveaway included in 

MakerKits given to all attendees.



BRONZE SPONSOR  

$3,500

Benefits:

•  6 free passes to MFA:2010 for your guests.

• Company name listed on www.makerfaireafrica.com Sponsorship page 

for one year.

• Party with the exhibiting makers on the afternoon of August 28th.

• Company name listed on sponsorship welcome banner in the registration 

area at the event.

• Company name listed in promotional pieces, including all advertise-

ments, banners & brochures.

• Your envelope of company literature or other small giveaway included in 

MakerKits given to all attendees.

SAGE SPONSOR  

$1,500

Benefits:

•  2 free passes to MFA:2010 for you & a guest.

• Company name listed on www.makerfaireafrica.com Sponsorship page 

for one year.

• Company name listed in promotional pieces, including all advertise-

ments, banners & brochures.

• Your envelope of company literature or other small giveaway included in 

MakerKits given to all attendees.



“I want to try making things right because picking up the pieces is way better than  
leaving them the way they are.”   -  S i m o n e  e l k e l e S ,  P e r f e c t  c h e m i S t r y



These modern makers are Africa’s unsung heroes.   

Their understanding of what is needed vs. what is simply cool is  

one of the most valuable economic assets in Africa today.   

They are honorable.  They are real.  And they remind us  

that manufacturing is ultimately not about machines,  

but human beings.

What could be a better investment?

To inquire about M A K E r  F A I r E  A F r I C A  2 0 1 0  Sponsorship Opportunities,

please contact Mark Grimes at mark.grimes@ned.com or at  +1  503.502.0185


